Health and Wellness Fest: Feature Documentary

MARCH 29th
2017
6pm @
Buller Hall
Newbold Auditorium

Students: Free
Staff and Faculty: $3
Community: $5

For Inquiries call:
269-471-3370

To RSVP Visit:
www.andrews.edu/wellness

American Institute of Cancer Research reports 30.4 million deaths worldwide are the result of Chronic Disease. Tackling the question of why, and more importantly how do we change this tragedy is Eating You Alive, a new feature-length documentary revealing the truth behind why Americans are so sick and what we can do about it.

Through sweltering heat, rain, snow, sleet, wind and dust storms, the Eating You Alive team traveled across the country capturing interviews with the most brilliant medical minds, Hollywood talent, celebrity chefs, passionate bloggers and transformed people from around the world. The purpose? To produce a film that informs and inspires as many as possible that our health, the health of our planet and the creatures we share it with, is within our power to change – one bite at a time.

Arden Media production, Eating You Alive is distributed in Association with Film Festival Consortium by Digest, a joint venture between Carmike Cinemas, the nation’s fourth largest cinema chain.